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clo6e to the inter-German border (IGB) might take a day or lese to
ardve at their aseigned defensive positions.z Units based further ftom
the ftont would take correspondingly longer. Additionally, possible
impediments to travel must be considered. Units traveling by surface
ship convoy from the United States could be eubject to attacks by Pac't

submarines or aircraft. NATO naval ports and airports could be
destroyed by Pact deep stdkee, making the unloading of rcinforcements
more difFrcult and time-consuming. Once the forces are unloaded, they
must trawl over land to get to the battle fmnt, and they could again be
subject to Pact air interdiction. All of tleae factors affect the time
required for units to travel from their bases to the fmnt.

There ir quite a bit of room for disagreement on all of these issues.
However, some assumptions must be made before a buildup ratc balance
aesessment can be done, and those assumptions must be made explicit.

Advantages. The primary advantage of buildup rat€ assessments i8

their attcntion to the time element. Specifrc coneideration ie given to
the availability of forces over time mther than just to the overall
number of forces. These kinds of aasessments are very useful for
examining how the ratio of forrces between the Pact and NATO
changes with differing psriods of mobilization. These conparisons can
give analysts and planners an idea of how NATO would measure up to
the Pact under various scenariog such ae a "surprise" or standing-start
attack, or an attack preceded by a long warning period.

Buildup rate balance assessments can be done for just about any
type of force or weapon that can be counted. Although they are nor-
mally done for divisions or ADEs, theee ass€ssments can also be done
f6v tanLs, artillery, aircraft, other kinds of weapon systems, or man-
power.

This type of comparison lends itself well to sensitivity analyeis. It is
fairly eaey and also very u8eful to change one or mort of the assump-
tions and determine how that changps the Pact/NATO fotre ratio over
time. One can address a number of'what iI' questions. For eraople,
what if U.S.-baeed forces have only an 80 pertent chance of reaching
the front because of Pact eubmarine attacks? What would happen if
NATO forces destroyed Pact railroad lines at strat€gic points, thus
creating longer delays for Pact forces in transit? What if the U.S. pro-
cured much faster Eealift for its troops? What would the effect be if
Soviet categpry II units took twice a6 long a8 expectd to gpt combat
ready? Theee queetions and others like them can be addrcssed with
buildup rata balance aasessments.

Disadvartages, Like static count balance assessments, buildup
rate comparisons measure the inputs to a conflict but do not relate
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thoae inputs to combat outcomes. Although the input8 are measured at
varying points in time, they are still only the inputs, Measurement of
conbat inpute such as tanks, artillery, and manpower appear fre-
quently in the conventional bal,ance literature. One might therefore
assume that such measurements are a good pxrxy for combat outcomes.
However, as noted earlier, history does not consistently confirm this
assunption.

Although buildup rate as8€ssments do consider time and can take
the quality as well as the quantity of forces into account they still do
not congider non-quantifiahle factors such as tactics, CsI, and logistics
support. Ttle8e and other non-quantifrable facton will have important
effects on the outcome of a conflict and need to be coneidered.

Another disadvantagp is the way buildup rat€ ass€ssments treat
time. Theee kinde of comparisons do not consider how tfie availability
of forces changes over time aB a result of the battle itself. The pace of
the war and the rcsulting attrition of forcee are impoftant factors, and
buildup rate balance assessments do not treat their effecta.

Dynamic ABtossnents

Tte last category of tools ie dynamic combat assegements. In gen-
eral, dynamic agsossments take a set of inputs and a eet of assumptions
about conflict and att€mpt to predict the combat outcome using tfiose
inputs and assumption* There are dozens, quite possibly hundreds, of
different dynamic models and simulations available to analysts. How-
ever, the8e tools can, for the most part, be grouped into three
categories: equation-based models of warfare, computer-based combat
aimulations, and war games involving human playera. Since there are
many differences arnong these classes of aseessment tools, they will be
E€ated sepamtely.

Sinple Equation-Based Models

ThiB tlrpe of assessment determines the outcome of a conllict using
mathematical equations. The equations are &eigned to uee inputs to a
conflict and various assumptions about it to determine the out ome.
Some inputs used frequently are the nunber and quali$ of forcee of
the two eides (expressed, for example, in divisions, combat manpower,
or armored division equivalents), attrition rates, and movement rate8.
The equations elpress a mathematical relationship between the inpute
to a confict and the outcomes. Poesible outcomes might be the
amount of tarritory taken by the attacker, the force ratio at the end of
the war, or the length of time before one side is defeatad.










































































































































































































